
Conference Price
€6,490.00
based on Twin Share

FOR BOOKINGS AND ENQUIRIES
Australian Business and Conference Travel
Level 13, 84 Pitt Street, Sydney NSW 2000
Phone: 02 9222 7777
Email: kdma@abctravel.com.au

Pricing is based on minimum numbers and is subject to change 
if this number is not met. 

Please note: The locations visited during the Northern Lights tour vary from day to day depending on weather 
conditions. Because this tour is weather dependent, sightings are not guaranteed.
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Reykjavík is a modern city with a wide range of restaurants, museums, galleries and theatres. On our tour we explore the old 
town centre, Parliament, the National Museum, the Pearl (Perlan), and the bustling harbor area, to name a few. Our drive 
continues past Reykjavik's largest outdoor swimming pool in Laugardalur,  which is heated with water from natural hot springs 
under the city. We also stop at the Ásmundur Sveinsson Sculpture museum and Hallgrímskirkja Church whose high steeple is a 
landmark visible from all over the city and beyond. You will also visit The Icelandic Phallological Museum which is probably the 
only museum in the world to contain a collection of phallic specimens belonging to all the various types of mammal found in 
a single country. The museum contains a collection of more than two hundred and fifteen penises and penile parts belonging 
to almost all the land and sea mammals that can be found in Iceland.

Lunch experience: What makes Kopar Restaurant special are the exciting ingredients and the variety of dishes. On the menu, 
new and old methods and recipes meet traditional and surprising ingredients. Kopar’s brasserie-dishes give the guests the 
opportunity to explore the world of food.
Afternoon at leisure
Dinner Experience: Join your colleagues for a farewell dinner to remember. Kolabrautin, a fine dining Italian restaurant, where 
creativity and technique are evident in every dish with all the expected Italian flavours combined with the exquisite selection 
of Icelandic ingredients. The heart of Kolabrautin is its kitchen and the fiery furnace of the coal oven at its center.. Housed in 
Reykjavik’s dazzling award winning concert hall inspired by Iceland's volcanic geology. The magnificent view, architecture , 
excellent service  will add a magical touch to your farewell evening

Departure

Day 8 – Thursday 14 March 2019 - (B,L,DA)

Day 9 – Monday 15 March 2019 - (B,L,DA)

Our conferences are designed to include a broad spectrum of doctors and specialisations.
The academic program will remain conditional until one month prior to the commencement of the conference. Expect a 
broad and comprehensive academic program comprised of General practitioners and specialists from a range of fields and 
practices in an informal setting conducive to fostering an increase in both knowledge and networking prospects as well as the 
enrichment of your CPD experience. The feel of the conference is very laid back and informal. It is a great mix of doctors and 
everyone interacts very well.
 

Academic program

8 Full gourmet breakfasts, 5 lunches, 8 x 3 course dinners inclusive of beverages. 
Alcoholic beverages included at dinner.
Lunch included on optional tours
Deluxe airport transfers
Luxury accommodation & transport
8 nights in a premium room
Intrinsic cultural tour program & VIP/Exclusive life experiences as per the itinerary
Motivating academic program
Highly qualified and knowledgeable tour guides throughout with local expertise

Conference Inclusions

ICELAND
MEDICAL SYMPOSIUM VIII

AURORA BORALIS

7th March - 15th March 2019

Conference Itinerary Continued

IMAGE

Hello and welcome to Canopy by Hilton Reykjavik City Centre. 
Set across six connected houses, our hotel joins a neighborhood rich with history, colour and life.
The Canopy offers a brilliantly central location, dapper and well-appointed rooms inside a historic building, and chic public 
areas.
The hotel is excellently situated on Hverfisgata Street, which has been designated as Reykjavik’s first Green Road, and is a short 
stroll from buzzy high street Laugavegur and its associated string of shops, bars and cafes. The charming and increasingly hip 
harbour area is also just down the road, as is the associated Harpa Concert Hall and Convention Centre.

Canopy Hotel



 -  OPTIONAL TOUR
Today you will visit the small and charming fishing village of Stokkseyri a place of breathtaking views with canals, islands and endless 
unique lagoons to explore. Founded in 930 AD and once an important trading and fishing centre, the town now has a population 
of 445. It is renowned  for its unique cultural activities and museums. Among the stops on this tour are at the gorgeous Seljalandsfoss 
and Skógafoss waterfalls. Seljalandsfoss is part of the Seljandsá river, which has its origins in Eyjafjallajökull glacier. What makes 
Seljalandsfoss so famous and interesting is that you can walk behind it. We recommend you bring either a raincoat or a waterproof 
coat along if you want to walk behind it.
Lunch experience: Lunch at Anna’s  where the menu is based on regional traditions. The owners source their seasonal ingredients 
from local farmers and fishermen, ensuring that everything that goes into each dish is pure and fresh all the time.
Skógafoss, another famous Icelandic waterfall, is the starting point of the Fimmvörðuháls walk over to Þórsmörk. The waterfall was 
also used in the films Thor: The Dark World and The Secret Life of Walter Mitty.
Dining Experience:  “At the Seaside”, or in Icelandic Fjöruborðið, is a restaurant specialized in Icelandic langoustines, fresh from the 
Atlantic Ocean just outside the restaurant.It is famous for serving the best lobster in Iceland. The langoustines are served in searing 
pans on the tables, with side dishes of vegetables and potatoes chosen by the owner each time. The owner has a heart warmer 
than her surroundings, for she gets her culinary inspiration from Mediterranean dishes such as Italian marinated peppers, Tunisian 
couscous, Mediterranean mixed salad etc… All of this served with Icelandic potatoes.The restaurant is located in the little village of 
Stokkseyri on the South Coast of Iceland, and is a “must stop” for all food lovers.

Full day conference session
Dining Experience:  Matwerk is a new restaurant in downtown Reykjavik, opened in November 2016. The restaurant focuses on 
new-Nordic cuisine, with plates with a little fusion twist. The owners of Matwek are chef Guojon Kristjansson and restaurateur 
Bachmann, who brought us Grillhusio and Restaurant Reykjavik.
Once again tonight you will be on the hunt for the Northern Lights. Tonight experience the mysterious and beautiful Northern Lights 
in Iceland. Watch their swirling wild dance across the night sky in fantastic shapes and colours.
The Hunt for the Northern Lights Tonight takes you out of Reykjavik city to the best places to see Northern Lights and witness one of 
nature’s most spectacular displays.

Full day conference session
Dining Experience:  Restaurant Reykjavík.  In May 2012 Þórður Bachman and Hafsteinn Häsler purchased the restaurant, dedicated 
to upgrading its quality on all levels. Today it’s one of the biggest restaurant in Reykjavík. This beautiful building has a long and 
colourful story. Since the 19th century it has been a big part of Reykjavík’s history. In 1863 a man named C. P. A Koch was granted  
permission to build the house with a pier in front, on the condition that a passageway through the house would be open to those 
who needed it. The building only had one floor, and was used as a warehouse and an office for the sea post.It was called the Pier 
House. Because of its location the house became the unofficial gateway to the city, and a bustling scene of fishermen, traders and 
travellers. You could say that it became the unofficial gateway to Reykjavík city, since travellers arriving from other parts of the 
country and abroad all had to go through the Pier House. Every time a ship arrived to the pier it filled with people waiting to hear 
news from their loved ones abroad.
The year 1888 the Council of Reykjavík decided to give numbers to all houses in the city. As the central point of the old town centre, 
the Pier House was given the first number: Vesturgata 2 (West Street 2). When standing outside the building, in all directions you look 
at the number of houses will ascend. So the house is literally the exact centre of Reykjavík -  OPTIONAL TOUR.

Delegates arrive in Iceland. Private transfers will be organised from Keflavik Airport to your hotel.
Dining Experience: This evening join the delegation for the welcome dinner at Fiskfelagio, where master chef, Lárus Gunnar 
Jónasson heads a team of talented chefs that work culinary alchemy, using the best that Iceland has to offer. Once upon a time, 
when the Fish Company first opened, a patron set aside his plate and remarked satisfied; “without fail, all the best adventures take 
place under a bridge.”To this day this has remained the restaurants slogan and objective, to make a dining experience that is both 
exciting and homey. 
(DA)  

Explore Iceland’s Golden Circle by Icelandic Super Jeeps,these jeeps are quite unique and found only in Iceland and are the best 
way to experience Iceland. The Golden Circle is the quintessential Icelandic excursion. Taking in the magnificent sights of Gullfoss 
waterfall, Geysir geothermal area and Thingvellir National Park. We will visit Iceland's most popular sights: Thingvellir national park, 
Geysir geothermal area and Gullfoss waterfall. Thingvellir is a favourite stop among travellers along the Golden Circle route. It has 
been a National Park in Iceland since 1928 and was named a World Heritage site by UNESCO in 2004. When Viking settlers arrived 
in the 10th century it was the site they chose as the meeting place of Althing, the world’s first parliament. You will visit the 
“Geothermal Bakery” where you will experience the baking of rye bread by using the heat only a few centimetres from the surface 
of the earth.
Lunch experience: Have you experienced a Glacier before?.....this is an opportunity to experience the glacier in a new way. You 
will be equipped with the right thermal clothing and enjoy “buffet lunch on a glacier”.  Equipped like this, you can sit in the snow 
and never feel it, eat your warm soup and catered food outdoors while admiring the glacier and the beautiful scenery around: 
mountains, the Haukadalur Valley, rivers and the moon-like landscape of this part of Iceland.
Dining Experience: Hrefna Rósa Sætran - one of Iceland's best chefs owns and operates The Grillmarket together with Guðlaugur 
P. Frímannssonsson. Their philosophy is to take the best ingredients available and prepare them with care and expertise. The airm 
of the Grillmarket is to work closely with local farmers. They buy most of their produce directly from the farm , where the farmers 
inform them what’s in season. They cook the produce in their own special way and you the customer enjoy the end result. Through 
their cooking they strive to highlight the  origin of each product while using fire, smoke , fire logs and coal. The outcome is an 
unexpected and exciting culinary treat for the customers where Icelandic heritage and the modern age meet.
(B,L,DA)

 -  OPTIONAL TOUR
There is a multitude of possibilities for exciting day tours into the mountain areas close to Reykjavik. On this volcano tour, we head 
for the rough tracks of Reykjanes, one of the most active volcanic areas in Iceland. On our way, we will see the fish that is being 
dried out in the lava field, like it has been for centuries in Iceland. You will stop to explore and take in the view of a beautiful volcanic 
landscape. You will visit the geothermal area of Krýsuvík and Lake Kleifarvatn with its hot springs and solfatares. The moonlike 
surroundings of the lake never fail to leave a strong impression on our visitors.
Lunch experience: Lava Restaurant combines modern design with the wild spirit of Icelandic nature. Built into a stunning lava cliff, 
with views over the lagoon, it is an unforgettable setting for a relaxed lunch. An amazing taste of Iceland in a unique setting.
After lunch we continue to drive to the small fishing village Grindavik and will end the tour by visiting the Blue Lagoon. Beautifully 
situated amongst the dramatic lava fields of Reykjanes, the Blue Lagoon offers a relaxing wellness experience in soothing waters 
enriched with silica and minerals beneficial for the mind and body. Every guest will receive a silica mask, towel and a drink of your 
choice and will have the opportunity of going for a swim if you choose.
Dining Experience: Embrace the Icelandic atmosphere and have dinner at Bryggjan a new restaurant and brewery on Reykjavik’s 
harbour, the only one of its kind in Iceland!  The dishes are made with high quality local products, and they’ll recommend a beer 
that goes with each of them, either their own “home” brewed beer or other delicious beers from micro-breweries around the world. 
The design is simple and elegant, focusing on open spaces but still maintaining a warm and cosy atmosphere. The cherry on the pie 
is the charming view over the harbour.

This tour takes you to Langjökull glacier for a once in a lifetime adventure deep inside the glacier in some of the world’s largest man 
made ice caverns. On the way to the ice cave, we will visit the most powerful hot spring in Europe, Deildartunguhver, and the 
picturesque Hraunfossar waterfalls, a series of waterfalls formed by rivulets streaming out of a lava field.
Lunch experience: Hótel Húsafell is a fine dining restaurant which offers a nordic menu, influenced by international cuisine. The hotel 
is located in an area rich in history and magnificent natural wonders
After lunch you will board the glacier vehicle to explore the caverns. The caverns are composed of an extensive system of tunnels 
and chambers that stretch close to 300 metres into the solid ice cap towards a breathtaking natural Ice Cave at the heart of the 
glacier Making your way inside the glacier you’ll be able to explore various nooks and chambers and walk over a huge ice crevasse 
on a specially constructed bridge. As you walk further along the tunnel, the ice gets older and its colour gradually changes from 
white to deep-blue. In every chamber you will find interesting information about the glacier on display.
Dining Experience:  The Steak House serves some of the best steaks in Iceland. A great trendy location next to the old harbour in 
Reykjavik. The atmosphere is very relaxing known for being a local favourite.

Dear Doctors

We invite you to visit Iceland and see for yourself what all the excitement is about. We have customised a medical conference 
encompassing all of Iceland’s fascinating destinations and natural abundance trove that offer a multitude of scenery. Iceland is 
one of the best places in the world to witness the wonder that is the northern lights. The auroras are unpredictable, but whenever 
the sky is dark and clear and If you’re lucky, you’ll catch the mystical green lights dancing in the sky on a cold, clear winter night. 
No two northern lights shows are the same, which means no two winter nights in Iceland are the same either.
 
This winter journey takes you to one of the most visually breathtaking countries in Europe to see the Northern Lights. The conference 
will be held in March as statistically March is considered to be one of the most active months for viewing  the northern lights and 
the temperatures are still low and the night sky is clear and black. This collision between electrically charged particles from the sun 
that enter the earth’s atmosphere and make grown people cry. Iceland is the land of contrasts; ice and fire; glaciers and 
volcanoes; mountains and lakes; waterfalls and geysers and we will endeavour to showcase everything Iceland has to offer. The 
landscapes will be ever changing, from grassy fields to black lava sands, waterfalls to views of glaciers, fjords between rugged 
mountains, picturesque villages, rivers, volcanoes, horses, sheep, birds... There is so much to see that you will often forget about 
time and distances.
 
Dining experiences in the top 10 restaurants in Iceland which offer exciting fusions that incorporate Icelandic herbs, fresh seasonal 
local produce, seafood and much much more.  Delicious epicurean delights showcasing the best of the culinary landscape of 
Iceland. Partake in fresh seasonal feasts with some of Iceland’s greatest chefs.
 
The northern lights, are nothing short of magical, there are many more reasons you’ll be enchanted on a visit to Iceland. Join your 
medical colleagues and prepare to be wowed by this unique little island country.
 
Places are very limited book now to avoid disappointment. We look forward to welcoming you to the enchantment of the Aurora 
Borealis.

      

AURORA BOREALIS
Day 3 – Saturday 09 March 2019 - (B,L,DA)

Day 4 – Sunday 10 March 2019 - (B,L,DA) 

Day 5 – Monday 11 March 2019 - (B,L,DA)

Day 1 – Thursday  07 March 2019- (DA)

Day 2 – Friday  08 March 2019 - (B,L,DA)

Day 4 – Sunday 03 June 2018

Conference Itinerary

`
Join the Medical Symposium VIII on the hunt for the Northern Lights. The thrill of 
witnessing the Aurora Borealis is a once-in-a-lifetime experience for many. The 

Northern Lights dancing up above is such a powerful and unique natural 
phenomenon it changes lives down on earth.

Day 6 – Tueday 12 March 2019 - (B,L,DA)

Day 7 – Wednesday 13 March 2019 - (B,L,DA)

B = Breakfast    L = Lunch    DA = Dinner & Alcohol

The Hunt for The Northern Lights TonightThe Hunt for The Northern Lights Tonight

 DAY 3 & DAY 6
Escape the city's light 

pollution and search for the 
magical Northern Lights or 

Auroras Borealis. Experience 
the mysterious and beautiful 

Northern Lights in Iceland. 
Watch their swirling wild 

dance across the night sky 
in fantastic shapes and 

colours.The Northern Lights 
Mystery Tour takes you out of 

Reykjavik city to the best 
places to see Northern Lights 

and witness one of nature’s 
most spectacular displays.

Domenica Redford  - Joint Managing Director
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